six and seven. In my re-examination of newspaper discussions and of exchanges between African leaders and colonial administrations I attempt to read between the lines of what are often essentially political debates, to À nd clues about African consumer perspectives and uses of Dutch gin. The chapter starts with a brief examination of African temperance in the decades leading up to World War I. During this period, African advocates of temperance were mostly motivated by the desire to fashion modern, respectable identities, or by the opportunity to challenge local African leadership, and less by the allegedly pernicious nature of distilled liquor.
Following this, I discuss the debates surrounding the development of legislation to effectuate a ban on Dutch gin imports in Ghana during the late 1920s. After decades of unsuccessful attempts by anti-liquor campaigners to mobilise African leaders against gin imports, quite suddenly a consensus emerged among Gold Coast chiefs and the African Members of the Gold Coast Legislative Council in favour of the prohibition of Dutch gin. The rhetoric of the anti-liquor trade campaign is clearly present in the chiefs' claims that 'Geneva gin is deleterious to health' and 'full of turpentine'.
3 However, this new stance against gin imports also reÁ ected concerns about economic exploitation, as can be seen in Paramount Chief Sir Nana Ofori Atta's rhetorical question whether the Gold Coast people were 'being robbed of the fruits of their labour by the sale to them of cheap liquor at exorbitant prices?'
